User Manual REV:202003

iOS/Android Application ver. 1.2 for IPLOG-GAMA
This document describes the installation and basic configuration of the programs needed to monitor and
control the IPLOG-GAMA PLC from iOS or Android devices. The server part (opkg package) is downloaded
and installed directly into IPLOG units. The client part is installed on iOS / Android device as an application.
Access to individual inputs and outputs is configured by the system administrator centrally in the PLC web
interface. Each user of the iOS / Android application can have different permissions.
.

System Requirements
Version FW IPLOG Unit:
12.0.10249 or Higher
Vesion OS Android:5 or Higher,
Version Mobile Application: IPLOG v1.2 build 1 or Higher
Vesion iOS:
10 or Higher.
Version opkg Package:
metel-mobile-app/0.0.2-10240.064081720.

& Upgrading from an older version of the opkg package will delete the server configuration part.
Current and all newer versions already include support for automatic configuration backups.

Installation
You need to have IPLOG connected to the Internet to install / upgrade the package.
1) Start PuTTY and log in to the IPLOG unit as root user.
2) Type the command „opkg update“.

&You can use the „opkg list" command to display a list of all available packages.
3) Type „opkg install metel-mobile-app" to install and run the package.
& If you are upgrading from an older version, enter „opkg upgrade".

4) Download the IPLOG app for iOS / Android devices from the Apple Store or Google Play.

Configuring the Server Part
Enter the IPLOG IP address into your browser. Log in as a technician or administrator. Click on the „Tools”
menu and then on the „Mobile-App”. This will open the configuration page of the server part of the mobile
app.

Homepage of the Mobile Application Server Part
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Creating and Editing Users and Groups
The Users menu displays a list of all users. These
users have access to the enabled items after entering
the correct credentials for the mobile app. If you
need to set different permissions for different users
(read / write, display variables in the application ...),
first create groups and assign each user to a specific
group. If a user does not belong to any group, it
means that they automatically belong to all groups. A
maximum text length of 50 characters is allowed in
each Users and Groups edit box.

Sample List of All Created Users

Sample List of All Created Groups
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General Information About Variables
Each variable is defined by the variable name and data type. The data type determines the size of the
variable in the memory, while largely determining the way it is processed. The type of variable depends on
what information will be stored in the variable (eg BOOL type for YES - NO information, INT type for storing
signed integers, etc.). Variables can be divided into three basic groups: INPUTS, OUTPUTS, and MEMORY
variables. A list of INPUT and OUTPUT variables is automatically generated by IPLOG based on the hardware
used. MEMORY variables are user created variables. Editing variable names and creating MEMORY
variables can be done via the web interface in the „Tools / IEC 61131-3" menu.

Setting Variables
After the first installation or after adding / editing / deleting any variable in the „Tools / IEC 61131-3"
menu, click on the „Import Variables" button to load all current variables including their names into the
variable list.
In the variable settings, the page is divided into two parts. Variables visible in the mobile APP and Available
variables for visible in the mobile APP.
Variables visible in the mobile APP – is a list of all variables that are allowed as „Show in APP". A user
belonging to a group that has this permission will be able to see it in the mobile app. Use this list to change
the order in which the variables appear in the mobile app. The order is changed by holding the variable in
the AT address column and moving it to the desired location. If you uncheck the „Show in APP" checkbox
when editing a variable, that variable automatically moves to the „Available variables for visible in the
mobile APP" list.
Available variables for visible in the mobile APP – is a list of all available variables that can be displayed in
the mobile app. When editing a variable and checking the „Show in APP" checkbox, this variable
automatically moves to the „Variables visible in the mobile APP" list.
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Setting Variables - Editing of Input / Output Variables
The AT addresses of the variables begin with %I for inputs and %Q for outputs. They are basically physical
inputs or outputs directly on the IPLOG unit or IO modules connected to the IPLOG. This type is therefore
always read-only. If you want to control the outputs from the mobile application, it is first necessary to
create an IDE program and to control these outputs via MEMORY variables, see. examples on other pages.
AT Address - automatically generated address.
HW Name - the name of the input / output that is
unique and automatically generated.
Alias - user-defined the name of the input / output via
menu Tools-> IEC 61131-3.
Data Type - the data type of the variable used.
Scale - recalculating the value, eg for temperature, a
scale of 0.1 is used to display the correct value of 20.4 °
C in the mobile application instead of the value 204
provided by IPLOG.
Unit - unit of measurement of displayed values. The unit
is set automatically for inputs / outputs.
User Unit - it does not apply to input / output variables.
Read Permission - global information whether the
variable is allowed to read the value.
Write Permission - global information whether values
can be written to a variable. Input / output variables
never have write permissions.
Value - the current read value of the variable.
Enum to Text- when checked, a table appears at the
bottom of the page where you can add numeric values
that will be translated into text strings and then
displayed in the mobile app.
Show in APP - option to allow this variable to be displayed in the mobile app. Furthermore, this information
is governed by the user's rights as to whether it belongs to a group that has the right to view this variable.
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Setting Variables - Editing of MEMORY Variables
This type of variables starts with the AT address %M = MEMORY. It is a type of variable that the user
creates and has write access to from the mobile app if it belongs to a group that has this permission. The
edit fields vary depending on whether the variable is a BOOL type or other data type see. further
AT Address - user-written AT address when creating
a variable.
HW Name – automatically generated default
variable name.
Alias - user-named variable.
Data Type - user-specified data type when creating
a variable.
Scale – in the MEMORY variables will always be 1.
The way the data is displayed can be influenced in
the IDE control program that the user creates.
Unit – does not apply to MEMORY variables.
User Unit – unit displayed after the read value of
the variable. This does not apply if the value is in the
„Enum to Text" table.
Read Permission - global information whether the
variable is allowed to read the value.
Write Permission - global information whether
values can be written to a variable. MEMORY
variables have write permissions.
Value - the current read value of the variable.
Enum to Text- when checked, a table appears at the
bottom of the page where you can add numeric
values that will be translated into text strings and
then displayed in the mobile app.
Show in APP - option to allow this variable to be displayed in the mobile app. Furthermore, this
information is governed by the user's rights as to whether it belongs to a group that has the right to view
this variable.

Display of a Variable of Type BOOL
When displaying the MEMORY variable of the BOOL data type, the „Variable Type" item is also displayed
in the edit field where you can select how the variable should be displayed and set from the mobile
application. This setting is only possible if the mobile app user has write access to the variable.
Switch – Toggle element that writes log. 0 or log. 1
into variable.
Pushbutton – It only works as a button that always
writes the log 1 value into variable when pressed in
the mobile app. Therefore, a function should be
created in the control program that will
automatically write the log. 0 to this variable to
reuse the button.

Display the Write-enabled Variable
If the MEMORY variable is of a data type other than BOOL
and the user has write access, the variable will be
displayed as a scroll bar with a value entry box.
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Setting Variables - Edit - Ranges
For analog variables, three ranges (Low, Medium, and High) can be set and assigned a display color. Ranges
are also used to set the minimum and maximum values that can be written from the mobile application to
the MEMORY variable if it is of a data type other than BOOL.

Setting Variables - Edit - Groups Permissions
Each group can be assigned a read right and a write right independently for each variable. Write permission
can only be set for MEMORY variables. If a group has write access, the group is automatically assigned read
access.

Setting Variables - Edit - Icon
Each variable can be assigned its own icon, which will then appear in the mobile app. The IPLOG operating
system allows you to upload your own icons in png format with outline and transparent background.
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Setting Variables - Editing - Enum to Text
If the „Enum to text" checkbox is checked, you can create a spreadsheet that translates numeric values into
text strings and then displays them in the mobile app. The maximum length allowed is 50 characters. If a
numeric value is not listed in the table, the mobile app will display the numeric value that the variable
contains as if the „Enum to text" checkbox was not checked. If the value is in the table, „User Unit", which
is displayed only for numeric values, does not apply.

& The table does not apply to users who have write access to the MEMORY variable.

In the „Enum Value" edit field, enter the numeric value to be translated to the text in the „Enum Text"
field. Click „Submit Enum” to add the entry to the table. If you want to edit some text, enter the value you
want to edit in the „Enum Value" field and enter the new text. The „Submit Enum" button overwrites the
original text.

Setting Variables - Edit - Save Changes to a Variable
If you want to save any changes you made to a variable, you must click the „Update Variable" button at the
bottom of the page.

Log
The log tab shows values that have been entered into variables via the mobile application. The maximum
number of records is 1000. When the maximum number of records is reached, the oldest records are
gradually overwritten.
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Settings
This tab sets the basic information that will be displayed in the mobile application. After checking the box
„Show AT Address to Users", the application will start displaying in addition to names their AT address .
Admin Email – the system administrator contact displayed in the footer of the mobile app.
Name of PLC – name displayed in the list of all PLCs in the mobile application and in the header on the
variable sheet.

Mobile Application
The IPLOG mobile app is available for Android 5+ and iOS 10+. To establish communication, the mobile
phone / tablet must have a data connection to the IPLOG PLC. It can be used for example configuration of
local WiFi network, OpenVPN for remote access, etc.

Application Menu Description
When you first start the application, a blank screen is displayed. Click the icon in the upper left corner for
more options.
Add PLC - adding a new PLC to the PLC list. To add a PLC it is
necessary to fill in the user name, user password (see Users) and
IP address of the IPLOG unit.
PLC list – displays a list of all PLC units that are added in the
mobile application. Clicking on the desired PLC displays all
configured variables and their current values. Long-holding on
the desired PLC opens the menu for editing the login data or for
deleting the PLC from the list.
Settings – Refresh PLC page automatically – when this option is
checked, the values of the variables are automatically restored
whenever the display lights up or when switching from another
application.
Refresh PLC page every __ s – if the page with variables is active, it will be automatically refreshed every __
seconds (suitable for permanent monitoring of values, eg information panel placed on a wall). The
minimum value for automatic recovery is 20 seconds.
About - displays application version information.

Settings

Add PLC
PLC List
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An Example of Displaying Variables in the Mobile Application
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Example of Controlling IPLOG PLC Outputs from Mobile Application
To illustrate the possibility of control we created an example of lighting and gate control. The system will
have 2 user groups with different rights. The Administrator group will be able to set the time the gate will
be open, open the gate, and control the lighting. The User group will only be able to control the gateway
and read information about the current lighting status on or off.

Create MEMORY Variables
In the web interface, on the „Tools/IEC 61131-3" tab, click Memory and create new variables. An alias
cannot contain spaces, hooks, and commas in the name.
& Each newly created or edited variable is reflected in the list of „Status/IEC 61131 Variables" variables
that are used to create the GEB program.

Create Users and Groups
In the mobile app server configuration, create groups first, then users.
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Setting Variables
First, click the import variables button. Select and set the MEMORY variables from the „Available variables
for visible in the mobile APP" list.

Open_Gate
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Create and Run a Program in IPLOG
Variable „Open_Gate" closes relay output bus0_001_re1 for a specified time, which is written in the
variable „Gate_Timer". Lighting variable controls the output bus0_001_oc1.

Login to Mobile Application

User

Administrator
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